City reverses mercantile license late fee to 10% for rental property owners comply of excessive fees for annual permit
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HPC will update standards for historic buildings
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Cape May man: Cannabis retailers would be too close to a public park

West Cape man: Cannabis retailers would be too close to a public park
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COVID-19 transmission level remains elevated countywide

By JACK FICTHER

Cape May Courthouse — Cape May County — The extended high-risk level for COVID-19 transmission appears to be holding in Cape May County, according to the most recent report released Wednesday by the New York Times.

The most recent report, which was released on Thursday, shows that the high-risk level in the county continues to be at least 100 cases per 100,000 county residents. The high-risk level is defined as a rate of at least 100 cases per 100,000 county residents.

The report also shows that the county’s transmission level remains elevated, with a rate of at least 200 cases per 100,000 county residents.
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